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800 CONTACTS , Inc. (" 800") respectfully submits these comments in response to the Federal
Trade Commssion s ("FTC's ) request for information regardig the study on the strengt of
competition in the contact lens industr (the "Contact Lens Study ! which was mandated by the
Faiess to Contact Lens Consumers Act (the "Fainess Act 2 Through its Internet website and

toll-free number, 1-800 is the largest seller of contact lenses to American consumers. Since its
inception in 1995 , the company has fied over 10 mion orders for approxiately 5 mion
customers. Its years of experience have afforded it a unique view of the practical obstacles that
contact lens consumers face in obtaing the benefits of competition and choice. Accordigly, 1-
800 has a signficant interest in ensuring that the fTC's Contact Lens Study adequately reflects the
actual competitive dynamics in the contact lens market.

800 appreciates the FTC takig ths opportunity to study the contact lens industr. Over 3G
mion Americans wear contact lenses. These consumers are subject to a disjointed and inefficient
marketplace, which makes contact lenses expensive and difficult to obtain.

The marketplace for contact lenses is defied by - and overshadowed by - a fundamental anomaly.
Eye care professionals ("ECPs ) may prescribe lenses by brand, and then sell the very lenses they
have prescribed. Consumers are "locked in" to the brand prescribed because contact lenses may not
be purchased without a prescription.

This anomaly is a vestige of a largely bygone era. Contact lenses were originally comprised of a hard
substance and custom made to each patient's individual specifications. At that tie , there was no
other realstic means for a patient to obtai lenses but from his or her prescriber.

Over the past twenty years , the market has shifted so that the vast majority of Americans who wear
contact lenses wear lenses made of a soft, porous material. These lenses are mass produced by the
mions. Once the lenses are prescribed, they requie no additional fittig or other activity by the
prescriber.

Today, there is no medical reason whatsoever why such lenses should be sold only by ECPs.
Contact lenses are aki to pharmaceuticals , which (except for on rare occasions) are not dispensed
by prescribers. Despite the dramatic change in technology which has made the soft, mass produced
lens the product of choice for the vast majority of Americans who wear lenses, the means of
marketig lenses has not changed to reflect the current technology.

Makig matters worse for consumers is the fact that optometrists are not bound by a code of ethics
addressing the conflct of interest that they face as both prescriber and retailer. Unle physicians
optometrsts are not bound to setde ths conflct of interest to the patient's benefit - they are free to
prescribe the lenses that make them the most money as opposed to the lenses that fit their patient's
economic and health care needs best. Unfortuately, as discussed in these comments, optometrsts

1 69 Fed. Reg. 21833 (Apr. 22 , 2004).

2 Fairness to Contact Lens Consumers Act, P.L. 108-164 , 117 Stat. 2026-27 (2003).

3 See American Medical Association, E- 063 , Sale of Health-Related Products from Physicians' Offices (Alt. 1)



frequendy do prescribe the lenses most profitable to their practices, and some lens manufacturers
promote their lenses to ECPs based on profitabilty.

Moreover, ECPs can prescribe brands that are available only through them - effectively leavig the
patient with the Hobson s choice of purchasing replacement lenses from the prescriber at whatever
price the prescriber decides, or having to pay for a new exam from another ECP.

Because of the anomalies in ths marketplace created by ths conflct of interest, only one in four
visually corrected Americans chooses contact lenses. Moreover, those who do wear lenses , on
average, wear them twice as long as their ECPs recommend, a practice which can be detrimental to
ocular health.

Given that ECPs generally make the brand decisions, manufacturers invest relatively litde in
consumer advertising. To the extent manufacturers do market, it is largely diected at prescribers.
In many cases, such marketig focuses on the lenses ' impact on prescriber revenues. Indeed
manufacturers have reason to fear that prescribers wil retaliate against them for any price-based
advertising. It is not surprising, then, that consumers have little brand loyalty for a brand they did
not choose.

The emphasis in the marketplace on ECP profitabilty also gives manufacturers litde incentive to
invest in product development. Despite the $3.6 bilon spent by consumers on contact lenses, the
fundamental materials used in the manufactue of disposable lenses has not changed in 20 years.

The irony is that if the anomalies in the marketplace were remedied - if the role of prescriber and
seller were separated as is the case with pharmaceuticals - all involved in ths marketplace would
stand to benefit. Competition between manufacturers would floursh as diect to consumer
advertising kicked in. Incentives would be created for manufacturers to invest in product
development. Contact lens prices would drop, and lenses would be easier to obtain. More
Americans would wear lenses , and they would replace them more frequendy.

Gettig from "here to there" wil not occur on its own. ECPs have a legally-protected right to
prescribe lenses by brand, and thus make purchasing decisions for their patients. These same ECPs
can then sell the very lenses they prescribe. Complicatig matters , the eye care profession is
regulated in the states by regulatory boards commonly comprised of, and domiated by, ECPs.
Because of these factors, the operations of the marketplace are artificially impeded.

As long as these factors are present, competition (and all the benefits it brings to consumers) wil
necessariy be restricted - unless the federal government takes affirmative action to protect the
interests of contact lens consumers.

Many of the issues raised by the FTC's call for comments on the Contact Lens Study have already
been addressed by 1-800 in the comments it submitted to the FTC regardig the proposed rue
under the Fairness Act (the "Rule Comments 4 which are attached hereto. 

Accordigly, the Rule

Comments are referenced thoughout these comments.

See The Comments of 1-800 CONTACTS , Inc. , Contact Lens Rule, Project No. R411002 ("Rule Comments (Att. 2)



Exclusive Relationships

Please comment on the incidence of exclusive manufacturer-prescriber and
manufacturer-seller relationships.

How common is it for a contact lens manufactuer to sell only to prescribers. to the
exclusion of sellers?

There are two common tyes of exclusive manufactuer-prescriber relationships in the contact lens
industr. These relationships are based upon the sale by manufacturers to prescribers (i. ECPS)5 of

private label" lenses and "doctor exclusive" lenses. 1-800 discussed the prevalence of "private
label" lenses and "doctor exclusive" lenses (collectively "custom labeled lenses ) in detail in its Rule
Comments.

Notably, these exclusive manufacturer-distributor relationships have greater anti-competitive effects
in the contact lens industr than in others because contact lenses are prescription devices. In other
industres , the luxur shampoo industr for example, if manufacturers sell exclusively to salons
consumers sti have the abilty to choose their brand of shampoo. In the contact lens industr,
consumers have no such option when ECPs can write prescriptions for brands of lens that cannot
be bought elsewhere - leaving consumers with no choice of brand and no choice of vendor.
Indeed, the very purpose of "private label" and "doctor exclusive" contact lenses is to compel
consumers into buying contact lenses from the ECP that prescribed them.

As mentioned in the Rule Comments , the incidence of anti-competitive exclusive arrangements has
afflcted the contact lens industr for years. In 1997 , several of the major contact lens
manufactuers, Johnson & Johnson Vision Care (Vistakon) ("J&J Vision Care ), Ciba Vision, and
Bausch & Lomb , were sued by 32 state attorneys general ("State AGs ) and a national class of
consumers in In re: Disposable Contact Lens Antitrust Litigation MDL 1030 (M. D. Fla.) for engagig in
exclusive manufacturer-prescriber relationships. J&J Vision Care, Ciba Vision, and Bausch & Lomb
al setted the case by agreeing to pay approxiately $80 mion collectively in compensation and
consentig to sell replacement contact lenses to alternative sellers (i. pharmacies , mail-order
Internet, and discount sellers) on a non-discriatory basis. Despite this settlement, the use by
manufacturers not parties to that litigation of "private label" lenses and "doctor exclusive" lenses for
anti-competitive puroses is sti exceedigly prevalent in the industr.

Private label" contact lenses are simply lenses sold under multiple private names, often under the
name of a specific ECP or specific eye care company. Regardless of the brand on the box, they arc
made by the same manufacturer, produced and packaged on the same production lie, and are
identical to each other. The use of "private label" lenses for anti-competitive puroses has been
heavily promoted in trade journals:

Contact Lens Spectrum: In January 2002, the Contact Lens Spectrum included a supplement

, "

Using a

Soft Contact Lens for Patient Retention." The supplement featured a section entided

, "

Usmg
Private Label Lenses to Keep Patients in the Practice." That section quoted an ECP statig:

) Throughout these comments , 1-800 uses the terms "prescriber" and "ECP" interchangeably.

6 See Rule Comments , at 1- , 33- 50- 54 (Att. 2)

7 For a detaied discussion of 
In re: DiJposable Contact LenJ AntitrUJ1 Litigation l'IDL 1030 (IL D. Fla.

), 

Je id. at 20-26.



We use private labelig a lot, and I thk that origialy we were fittig lenses lie
those from CIBA and Bausch & Lomb, and we would get calls from patients and
800 Contacts askig us for their contact lens prescriptions. I wanted to use

another strategy to prevent that from happenig. One of the strategies was
private labelig. . 

.. 

Now when patients want to order a lens, they lie the
particular lens that we provide. It's a private label, so they can t get it anywhcre
else. It makes it a lot easier for them to come back to us. If they go down to
Wal-Mart or Costco or someplace lie that and ask

, '

Do you have ths lens?'
Costco or Wal-Mart or 1-800 would say 'Yes , we do, but it's a diffcrent name on
the box." That creates the problem with the patient's mid about whether or
not it's the same lens. . .. I often do not give my patients a choice. I don t say
ths is a private label lens. I Just say, 'This is the best lens for you. It's the one

",8you S ou e weatig.

RevielJJ of Optometry: As more contact lens wearers purchase replacements from Internet and
diect mail retailers, and in the aftermath of lawsuits that have forced major manufactuers to sell
lenses to those retailers , independent O. s are lookig for new weapons in what can appear to
be a losing batde. Some practitioners say they ve found a way to win the war, or at least hold the
lie: private-label contact lenses.

,,9

In providig for "private label" substitution under Section 4(f) of the Fairess Act 1l Congress

assumed that alternative sellers could easily obtai equivalent national brands for private label lenses.
As discussed fuy in 1-800' s Rule Comments 11 ths is not the case. "Private label" manufactuers
refuse to sell equivalent lenses to sellers who are not ECPs. These manufactuers have stepped up
their efforts to cut off those who supply alternative sellers with "private label" lenses or their
equivalents (i. the gray market).

800 goes to great lengths to obtain products equivalent to "private label" lenses, often paying

grossly inflated prices. In some cases , 1-800 cannot get all the lenses it needs. Thus, despite
Congress ' clear intent to remedy the "private label" problem

, "

private label" substitution is only a
fIrst step to eliatig the problem. 1-800 believes that the FTC also should requie ECPs that
prescribe "private label" lenses to include in the prescription the name of an equivalent brand not
subject to exclusive distrbution (and thus , widely available to the patient).

In contrast

, "

doctor exclusive" lenses are the product of overt manufacturer restricted distrbution
policies. Manufactuers of "doctor exclusive" lenses distribute lenses to ECPs only, and 

substitutes are available to alternative sellers or their consumers. As with "private label" lenses
ECPs have used "doctor exclusive" lenses for anti-competitive purposes by prescribing brands that
only they sell.

The "doctor exclusive" program has an insidious impact on consumers prescribed such lenses.
Consumers requiing a refi of their prescription - or replacement lenses - are left with a Hobson

UJing Private Label Lenm to Keep PatientJ. in the Practice Contact Lens Spectrum (Jan. 2002) (Att. 3)

9 Can Private-Label Save Private Practice? Review of Optometry (lfay 2002) (Att. 4)

10 Fainess to Contact Lens Consumers I\ct , PL. 108-164, ~ 4(f), 117 Stat. 2025 (2003).

11 See Rule Comments , at 1- , 33- , 50-54 (Att. 2)



choice: (1) purchase the lenses diectly from the prescribing ECP - often at an inflated price, or (2)
pay to be re-examied by another ECP who does not prescribe "doctor exclusive" lenses.

Many companics have buit cntic marketig programs around "doctor exclusive" lenses, and these
companies regularly boast about the anti-competitive effects of their products in their
advertisements, on their websites, and in the traing materials that they send to ECPs. 1-800 cited
several examples of these advertisements in its Rule Comments 12 and a futher samplig of these
anti-competitive tactics follow:

Ocular Sciences/ Hydrogenics 60 - Ocular Sciences specifically markets its "doctor exclusive
lens

, "

Hydrogenics 60 " as "a lens available only to authorized independent private
practitioners. "13

Hydrogel Vision Corporation (a division of Benz Research and Development) ("Hydrogel"
Extreme H20 - Hydrogel markets its "doctor exclusive" lens

, "

Extreme H20 " to ECPs as
protect(ing) end-of-year profit" because it is "distrbuted exclusively via an intellectual property

licensing agreement to qualified independent eye care providers. "14

Cooper Vision/ Pro clear - Cooper Vision markets its "doctor exclusive" lens

, "

Pro clear " with
scare tactics, tellg the ECP that he or she has "worked hard to buid your practice one patient
at a tie. Don t let your hard work slip away." Cooper Vision then promises ECPs that Proclear
wil help protect their practice "from erodig margins and keep contact lens patients comig
back to see you instead of a website, 800 number or a discount store. ,,15

Notably, in Europe, Cooper Vision does not have an incentive to market "doctor exclusive
lenses because of prescription laws that provide for over-the-counter treatment of contact
lenses. Therefore, the company s restrcted distribution policies do not apply, even though the
product sold in the United States and in Europe is identical. Nonetheless, to further prevent
alternative sellers in the United States from obtaing the product, European packagig reads
not for sale in the USA.

Sauflon Pharmaceuticals ("Sauflon - Sauflon has taken "doctor exclusive" lenses to the next
level, recently unveilg a "doctor exclusive" patient registration program. Under the program
the ECP: (1) fits the patient with Sauflon lenses, (2) registers the patient in the program, (3)

establishes a price for the lenses , (4) has the patient preauthorize his credit card for future
contact lens charges, and (5) collects a portion of the manufactuer s profits. When the patient
is ready for a refil of his or her prescription, the manufacturer ships the lenses diectly to the
patient. Accordig to Sauflon, the anticompetitive nature of the patient registration program is
beneficial to the ECP because " (wFth the added value oflow regular payments conveniendy
charged to (patients ) credit cards there is no need for patients to shop around lookig for the

12 See id. 
at 1- , 33- , 50-54.

13 Hydrogenics 60 Advertisement Insert, Ocular Sciences \tt. 5)

14 Extreme H20 .-\dvertisement, Hydrogel Vision Corporation (Att. 6)

15 Proclear Advertisement, Cooper Vision -\tt. 7)

16 A BUJ inefJ Proposal Power Point Sauflon Pharmaceuticals 0-\tt. 8)



best deal, they simply register in the program and forget about it.,,17 Of course , even if patients
knew they could "shop around" for replacement lenses, they would have great difficulty doing
so because Sauflon lenses are not made available to non-ECP sellers.

The Sauflon system is ruthlessly efficient in denying consumers the benefits of competition by
eliatig alternative sellers from the market. Unle the more traditional exclusive manufacturer-
ECP relationships for custom labeled lenses - where the manufactuer ships the contact lenses to
the ECP, who delivers the contact lenses to the patient - the Sauflon system eliates ths step,
completely preventig diversions to alternative sellers and leaving consumers effectively at the mercy
of their ECPs.

The Sauflon program exemplifies the anti-consumer behavior that naturally stems from the
fundamental conflct of interest afflctig this industry - ECPs have the power to prescribe lenses
specify the brand oflenses, and then sell the lenses that they prescribe. 

Notably, Sauflon s marketig of its program is not based on the health needs of patients. The lenses
are not marketed based on any new, or particular patented attrbute which benefits patients. Rather
the company suggests that ECPs should prescribe Sauflon for the purpose of patient retention.
Accordig to the company, " (b)y prescribing the Sauflon 55UV contact lens to a patient, the doctor
is indicatig that the patient should be enrolled in the program."19 Sauflon even provides a script for

the ECP to use when fittig ths contact lens product:

I have prescribed a new contact lens , from Sauflon. I feel that it is the best
choice for you. . . .' In ths way the patient wil be in no doubt that their doctor
has approved the change to ths lens and that the solutions and home delivery
service element of the program is simply a bonus from being a Sauflon lens user

.. 

an not a separate eC1Slon.

In addition, ECPs also regularly promote among themselves the use of "doctor exclusive" lenses, as
a means of preventig competition from alternative sellers. Such "internal marketig" can be seen
in their onlie electronic mail ("e-mail") forus. For example, one ECP made the following
comment:

Extreme-H2o (sic) and Defmition lenses are my bread and butter 2 week
disposable lenses. . .. Here is an instance where two companies have gone out
of their way to support private ODs by offerig a superior product at reasonable
costs (to ECPs) that's not available (through) mail order. So let's show them
support and appreciation for supportig US.',21

The practice of using "doctor exclusive" lenses to underme competition from alternative sellers
takes advantage of consumers who assume they are being prescribed lenses based on their health
needs - not the prescriber s fl1ancial interest. Many consumers may not even know that they should

17 Contact LenJ" and Solution: Patient &tention Program Sauflon Pharmaceuticals -\tt. 9)

18 See Rule Comments , at 13-15 (discussing the conflct of interest in detai) (Att. 2)

19 Contact Lem' and Solution: Patient &tention Program Sauflon Pharmaceuticals -\tt. 9)

20 ECP Manual, Part 9 (Implementation), Sauflon Pharmaceuticals (Au. 10)

21 
John Leeth O. Optcom Extreme H20 Contact LenJ" ECP E-mai Foru , Nov. 10 2003 (Alt. 11)



be able to purchase replacement lenses from a source other than their ECP. This practice also has
had a signficant impact on 1-800' s sales. For example, 1-800 frequendy receives consumer requests
to fi prescriptions for "doctor exclusive" lenses that are not avaiable to any alternative seller.

Although 1-800 does not track website requests for contact lcns brands that it does not supply, it
received 148 requests for "doctor exclusive" lenses from individuals through the call center alone
from May 9, 2004 though May 16, 2004. Given that 1-800 receives approxiately 50% of its orders
through the call center and 50% through its website, it is safe to assume that it actually lost
approxiately 296 sales due to "doctor exclusive" lenses that week, and that the same number of
consumers were frustrated by 1-800' s inabilty to provide those brands to them.

How common is it for a contact lens manufacturer to sell only to sellers. to the
exclusion of prescribers?

To the best of its knowledge, 1-800 is unaware of any exclusive relationships between contact lens
manufacturers and sellers. In recent months , manufacturers have begun to offer rebates and
cooperative marketig opportunities to alternative sellers. It is important to keep in mid, however
that these deals have long been avaiable to prescribers.

If a contact lens manufactuer sells only to prescribers or sellers. what tye of
litations and restrictions on re-sale typically are found in such agreements?

Custom labeled (i. private label" and "doctor exclusive ) contact lens manufactuers have gone to
great lengths to prevent non-ECPs from obtaing their lenses and to make ECPs aware of these
efforts in the hope that ECPs wil prescribe their brands.

Manufactuers that sell "doctor exclusive" lenses tyically requie ECPs to sign distribution
agreements agreeing to sell the lenses only to their own patients. For example, ECPs sellg
Extreme H20 lenses must sign an "Authorized Practitioner Distribution Agreement" that, in part
requies them to " (p)rovide or sell Extreme H20 contact lenses only to their own patients."23 If the

manufacturer determies that the ECP has violated ths provision, it wi cancel any pendig orders
and wil termate the ECP contract.

The contract also requies ECPs not to "engage in marketig in which price-based advertising is

utized for the purpose of enticing patients to be fit with the Extreme H20 lens."25 Hydrogel, in
turn, promises that it wil not sell "to retail chains that would be in diect competition with the
Privatc Independent Practitioner that we have established as our core client. ,,26 They additionally

agree to manufactue the lens under the Extreme H20 brand only, "and not under any other brand
or label." 27

22 See, e.g. ECP Rebates (i. Sauflon Coupon; Extreme H20 Rebate Offer; Acuvue Patient Rebate Program) (Att. 12)

23 /mthorized Practitioner Distribution Agreement, Benz Research & Development -\tt. 13)

2~ Hydrogel is a division of Benz Research & Development.

25 Authorized Practitioner Distribution Agreement, Benz Research & Development (Att. 13)

Id.

27 Id.



Ocular Sciences imposes simar limitations on ECPs that prescribe its "doctor exclusive" lens
Hydrogenics 60. Ocular Sciences ' advertisements make it clear that: " rt)o better control lens
distribution, we requie Hydrogenics 60 UV dispensers to sign an agreement and pledge to sell these
lenses only to their own patients." 28 In addition, the Ocular Sciences ' Customer Agreement states
that "resale or redistrbution of these contact lenses in any way to other (ECPsJ; retai optical chains;
mail-order or internet-based lens replacement scrvices; or any other reseller of contact lens products
is expressly prohibited."29 If an ECP violates ths agreement, his or her abilty to order Ocular
Ciences contact enses is suspen e .

Notably, Sauflon, with its patient registration program, can control access to its product without
requig ECPs to sign an agreement restrictig the resale of it lenses. Because Sauflon generally
ships diecdy to the patient (or ships an individual's order to an ECP for pick up), there is no excess
product, and therefore no opportunity for resale to an alternative seller.

How common is it for prescribers to agree to prescribe only certain manufactuers
contact lenses?

800 has no information with regard to whether, as part of the exclusive manufactuer-prescriber
relationship, ECPs commonly agree to prescribe onlY one manufacturers ' contact lenses. However
as discussed in response to question 14(b), given that Oculr Sciences, which only sells custom
labeled lenses, is now the second largest player in the spherical lens market, with 23% of the market
and that Cooper Vision, another custom labeled lens manufactuer, is the leader in the toric lens
market, with 34% the market, it is clear that prescriptions for custom labeled lenses are exceedigly
preva ent.

Do the manufactuers that are parties to agreements in question (d) restrct the sales
they make to sellers and prescribcrs that are not parties to the tye of agreements 
(d)?

Although 1-800 does not have evidence of agreements whereby ECPs exclusively prescribe a single
manufactuer s contact lenses , 1-800 does know that manufacturers of "private label" and "doctor
exclusive" lenses refuse to sell their lenses to 1-800, or to other alternative sellers. As described in
response to question 1 (c), efforts by such manufactuers to prevent alternative sellers from obtaing
their lenses include such tactics as termiatig or suspendig sales contracts with ECPs that divert
sales to alternative sellers.

2B Hydrogerucs 60 Advertisement Insert, Ocular Sciences (Att. 5)

29 Letter to Optometrist (Name Redacted), from Brad Jones, Ocular Sciences, Vice President ofD.S. Sales , dated Jan. 30

2004 (citig the Customcr Agreement) (Att. 14)

3D See id.

31 Contact LenJ and Solution: Patient &tention Program Sauflon Pharmaceuticals (Att. 9) ; ECP Manual, Part 9

(Implementation), Sauflon Pharmaceuticals (Att. 10)

32 See infra discussion in response to question 14(b).



Please comment on whether contact lens prescribers advertise their willngness to
provide prescriptions for contact lenses available from competing prescribers and
sellers.

How prevalent is prescriber advertisement of wilgness to prescribe contact lenses
available through other prescribers and sellers

Central to ths question is the fact that to a large extent the contact lens market is insulated from
traditional market forces because of the unique position of the ECP - a professional who can sell
mass produced products that are only available through prescriptions. 1-800 is not aware of any
ECPs who are using as a sellg point the fact that they are wilg to prescribe contact lenses that
are widely avaiable, as opposed to custom labeled lenses. As both a seller and a prescriber, ECPs
have litte incentive to promote the portabilty of prescriptions that they issue. Indeed, as discussed
in response to question 2(d) below, ECPs would be prohibited from advertising prescription
portabilty under some state laws.

ECPs are priarily retailers. Today, ECPs generally make more money off of the sales of
ophthalmc goods , such as glasses and contact lenses, than ophthalmc services , with goods
accountig for up to 65% of the average practice. As a result, ECPs have a powerful economic
motivation to ensure that patients buy lenses from them.

For an ECP to engage in the advertising campaign contemplated by question 2(a) profitably, the
ECP would have to be sure that: (1) consumers are fuy aware that custom labeled lenses lit
consumer abilty to shop around and tend to be more expensive and less convenient, and (2) such
advertising would draw enough new patients into his or her practice to more than compensate for
losses in contact lens sales.

However, 1-800 has not seen any evidence suggestig that consumers are aware of the problems
raised by custom labeled lenses. Indeed, the fact that 92% of consumers purchase contact lenses
diecdy from their prescriber and the prescriber affiated retail location indicates that public
awareness of one s abilty to obtain lenses from alternative sellers and consumer awareness of
consumers ' rights are faily lited.

Furthermore, because it is the ECP rather than the patient who determes the brand of contact lens
prescribed, manufactuers of freely-traded lenses have a disincentive for educatig the public on the
distiction between their brand and custom labeled lenses. Any manufactuer who engages in such
a campaign risks retaliation from ECPs. Indeed, certain manufacturers boast in trade journals that
they do not engage in consumer advertising.

Even if an advertising campaign educated consumers about these problems , there is no way to
guarantee that patients would actually purchase the lenses from the advertising ECP - particularly

given that the campaign itself would have made it clear that the lenses were widely avaiable.

In addition, there is no reason to believe that the ECP engaged in advertising would see an increase
in patients sufficient to offset the advertising costs and lost contact lens sales - ECPs who prescribe
custom labeled lenses are often trained to tell their patients that the lenses are special lenses, which

33 See Jennfer Goodwin Mail Order. Public Beneft or Public Health Threat Optometric Management (Att. 15)

3~ Hydrogenics 60 .-\dvertisement Insert, Ocular Sciences (Att. 5)



the patient needs. To be susceptible to ths kid of advertising, patients who have been told that
their lenses are special would have to reject the professional advice of a health care professional-
somethg many patients would be reluctant to do.

Moreover such an advertising campaign would be contrary to traditional ECP practices. As detailed
in 1-800' s Rule Comments, ECPs historically have done everythg they could to prevent patient
knowledge of prescription portabilty, includig refusing to release prescriptions.

How prevalent is consumer awareness of prescribers ' wilgness to prescribe contact
lenses available from alternative prescribers and sellers?

As mentioned in response to question 2(a) herein, 1-800 is not aware of any evidence suggestig that
consumers are aware of ths issue at all. There is no incentive for manufacturers or ECPs to make
consumers aware.

Are consumers able to shop for prescribers that wil prescribe contact lenses
available from alternative prescribers and sellers?

As mentioned in response to question 2(a) herein, 1-800 is not aware of any evidence indicatig that
ECPs attempt to distiguish among themselves by advertising that they sell widely avaiable contact
lenses, as opposed to custom labeled lenses. Nor is 1-800 aware of any evidence suggestig that
consumers are aware that custom labeled lenses are often more expensive and less convenient than
standard lenses because custom labeled lenses lit consumer abilty to shop around. Accordigly,

800 does not believe that consumers have any meanigfu opportunity to shop for ECPs based on
whether they prescribe standard or custom labeled contact lenses.

If consumers were educated about the rights they have under the Fainess Act, as well as the lits
imposed on prescription portabilty by custom labeled lenses, then consumers would have a better
opportunity to ask relevant questions about prescribing practices prior to schedulg an eye exam
(although many would sti presumably defer to what they believe is the medical judgment of the
prescriber). Because of ths unique situation in which ECPs fid themselves - as both prescribers
and sellers of a mass produced product that is availble only by prescription - ECPs are insulated
from traditional market forces , and no private party has sufficient incentive to engage in the
considerable expense entaied in so educatig consumers.

Furthermore, if consumers learn about the lits imposed on prescription portabilty by custom
labeled lenses only after they have been fitted into a custom labeled lens , then their only options are
to purchase the lenses from the ECP or to pay for a second eye exam by a different ECP. (please
refer to the Rule Comments for a more detailed discussion of the need for consumer education).

35 See, e. ECP Manual, Parr 9 (Implementation), Sauflon Pharmaceuticals \tt. 10) ee alJo JUpra discussion in response
to question 1 (a).

36 See, e.g. Rule Comments , at 15- , 83-84 (Au- 2)

37 See id. at 63- 83-84.



What role do state regulatory or self-regulatory bodies play in controllg prescriber
advertisements. especially with respect to a prescriber s wilgness to prescribe
contact lenses that are avaiable from alternative prescribers and sellers?

800 is not aware of any state law or regulation that specifically addresses an ECP' s wilgness to
advertise that he or she prescribes contact lenses that are widely available. However, some states
have broader contact lens advertising prohibitions. For example, in Arkansas , it is unlawful for any
optometrist" or "retailer" to:

Solicit the sale of. . . contact lenses. . . or any other optical appliances or
devices, eye examiations , or visual services. . . by radio, window display,
television, telephone diectory display advertisement, ncwspaper advertisement
handbils , circulars. . . or any other prited publication or medium or by means
other than advertisement" or to " (u)se any method or means of baitig,
persuadig, or enticing the public into buying. . . contact lenses. . . or other
optical appliances or devices.

,,38

Simiarly, in South Dakota it is unlawfu for an optometrst to advertise "the quotation of prices for
a discount on or any specific amount of payment for. . . ophthalc lenses. . . or (use) the phrases

free examiations,' 'moderate prices,' ' low prices,' . . . ' satisfaction guaranteed,' or any variations
thereof, or words of simar import."39 It is also unlawful for an optometrst to advertise "by means
of handbils , posters, circulars , newspapers , radio or periodicals " if the advertisement includes
anythg more than "the name, profession, tide, location, phone number and office hours of the
optometrist. ,,4(1 Notably, such laws and regulations are not surrising given the custom of most
professionals not to advertise and the cultual bias among professionals against advertising.

In addition, some contractual agreements betwecn contact lens manufactuers and ECPs place
futher restrictions on ECP advertising. For example, as mentioned in response to question 1 (c), the

Authorized Practitioner Distrbution Agreement" for Extreme H20 lenses requies ECPs not to
engage in price-based advertising for the product.

These broad state proscriptions would liely prohibit ECPs from advertising their wilgness to
prescribe lenses that can be sold by alternative sellers as well as ECPs. Notably, these state
advertising proscriptions, the contractual restrictions, and the customary attitudes of professionals
towards advertising, prevent advertising from correctig the effect of anti-competitive behavior in
the contact lens market, insulatig ECPs from traditional market forces.

Although it would not be a panacea, 1-800 believes that ECPs who sell custom labeled lenses should
be requied to: (1) display an in-store sign tellg patients that the lenses are difficult to obtain from
other sellers , and (2) include in the prescription the name(s) of equivalent lenses that are sold diectly
to alternative sellers. 1-800 believes that these requiements would best be addressed by the federal

38 Arkansas State Code , ACA ~ 17-90- 104(10) -\tt. 16)

39 South Dakota State Code , S.D. Codified Laws ~ 36- 25(8) (Att. 17)

40 Seeid. 36- 25(9)

~1 Authorized Practitioner Distribution "-\greement, Benz Research & Development (Att. 13)



government, to ensure uniformty and appropriate enforcement. 2 A federal requiement to display

an in-store sign also would preempt broad advertising proscriptions, such as those in Arkansas and
South Dakota, where necessary.

Do manufacturers advertise diectly to consumers that their contact lenses are
available both from sellers and prescribers?

No. 1-800 is not aware of any manufacturer that advertises diecdy to consumers that its contact
lenses are sold by both sellers and ECPs. Because brand decisions are left primariy to the ECP, and
ECPs are not lited by law or ethcal considerations from prescribing the lenses that are the most
profitable to their practices , most manufacturer advertising is diected toward ECPs. Manufactuers
whose advertisements could be seen by ECPs as potentially reducing their profits risk retaliation
from ECPs. Indeed, certain manufacturers advertise in trade journals promoting the fact that they
do not engage in diect to consumer advertising.

Do sellers advertse that lenscs may be purchased from sellers that are not
prescribers?

Yes. 1-800 advertises that it sclls replacement contact lenses and that it does not prescribe the
lenses. The 1-800 website encourages consumers to visit an ECP, notig that the "ftIst step to
wearing contacts is visitig an optometrist or ophthalmologist for a contact lens fittig."44

However, because alternativc scllers , such as 1-800 , only have 8% of the contact lens replacement
lens market, such sellers do not have the resources to make the vast majority of consumers aware of
their abilty to purchase lenses from non-ECPs. Of course, no amount of advertisement would help
consumcrs who are prescribed custom labeled lenses because they are effectively forced to buy
lenses from their ECP.

Are there instances where exclusive relationships have prevented market entry by a
manufacturer, seller, or prescriber?

Yes. Exclusive relationships between manufactuers and ECPs have negatively impacted alternative
sellers , such that despite the additional convenience and cost savings offered by alternative sellers
non-ECPs only have 8% of the contact lens market.

As discussed in more detail in the Rule Comments 45 the State AGs , in In re: Disposable Contact Lens
Antitrust Litigation MDL 1030 (M. D. Fla.), compiled an overwhelmg amount of evidence
demonstratig that the defendant ECPs and ECP trade associations conspired to prevent
competition from alternative sellers. The ECP and ECP trade association tactics included: (1)
coercing "manufactuers into adoptig and more actively enforcing ECP-only distrbution policies

~2 See, e.g. Rule Comments , at 29-35 (notig that state optometry boards have often promulgated reguations that give
advantages to independent ECPs , at the expense of alternative sellers , and that boards have faied to brig enforcement
actions against independent ECPs because state boards are generally domiated by independent ECPs) (Att. 2)

~3 Hydrogenics 60 Advertisement Insert, Ocular Sciences (A It. 5)

800 Website The http://-www. lBOUcontacts.com!doc\lldH..x! doerx preocriptiol1. "html (1\tt. 18)

~5 See Rule Comments , at 24-25 \tt. 2)



for their replacement lenses "46 and (2) makig an "effort to sanction those ECPs that supplied
lenses to alternative channels. "47

The activities documented by the State AGs, as well as the exclusive relationships that contiue
today with custom labeled contact lenses, have prevented alternative sellers from competig.
Indeed, these activities have also liely hampered alternative sellers ' abilty to obtai the inventory
necessary for market entr. Even though alternative sellers generally offer greater convenience than
ECPs and prices that are almost 20% lower 48 

ECPs sti domiate the market. 1-800' s marketing
records show that optometrsts currendy have 64.3% of the market; ophthalologists have 4.3% of
the market; mass merchandisers 9 have 13.9% of the market; retail chais 50 have 9.5% of the market;
and mai-order/Internet sellers (e.g. 800) have 8.0% of the market.51 Notably, mass merchandisers

and retail chais generally have at least one ECP at each location, so non-ECP competitors have an
extremely small percentage of the overall market. These numbers attest to the effectiveness of the
anti-competitive behavior that has characterized ths industr.

Please refer to 1-800' s Rule Comments for a more detailed overview of the contact lens industr.

Please comment on the market shares of prescribers , sellers , and manufacturers.

What are the national and local market shares of contact lens manufacturers?

800 does not compile for publication any of its own data regardig the national or local market
share of contact lens manufactuers. However, OptiStock MarketWatch, a newsletter for investors
who track the vision care industr recendy reported that Johnson & Johnson has approxiately 48%
of the spherical lens market, followed by Ocular Sciences with approxiately 23% of the market
and Bausch & Lomb and Cooper Vision with smaller shares. The newsletter also reported that
Cooper Vision is the leader in the toric contact lens market with approxiately 34% of that market
followed by CIBA Vision, with approxiately 30%. Finally, accordig to the newsletter, although

Johnson & Johnson and CIBA Vision previously monopolized the multifocal contact lens market
with 80% and 20% of the market, respectively, Cooper Vision and Bausch & Lomb have recendy
become key players in that market. 

~6 See In re: DZJ-POJ-able Contact LenJ'Antitrust Utigation Case No. l\fDL 1030 (MD, Fla.), Order of Feb, 26 , 2001 , at 6 (Att.

~7 Id.

~x See, e.g. , PosJible Anticompetitive Bamm to E-Commerce: Contact Lenses a Report from the Staff of the FTC (Nlar. 2004), at
13 (fidig a 19% difference).

~9 The term "mass merchandisers" includes stores such as: Wal-Mart Vision Center, Target Optical, Sam s Club Optical
Costco Optical, and Shopko Optical.

50 TIle tem "retai chais" includes store such as: J CPenney Optical, Pearle Vision , Lenscrafters , Sears Optical
America s Best, B1's Optical , Eyemasters , and Cohen Optical.

51 All numbers are approximate as of Apri 2004.

52 See Rule Comments , at 9- 15 (Att. 2)

53 See OptiStock MarketWatch optistock. com (Oct. 2003) -\tt. 20)



What are the national and local market shares of sellers?

As mentioned in response to question 3 herein, 1-800' s records regardig the national contact lens
market show that optometrsts currently have 64.3% of the market; ophthalmologists have 4.3% of
the market; mass merchandisers have 13.9% of the market; retail chais have 9.5% of the market;
and mai-order/Internet sellers (e.g. 800) have 8.0% of the market.54 Notably, mass merchandisers

and retai chais generally have at least one ECP at each location, so non-ECP competitors have an
extremely small percentage of the overall market.

800 does not maitain records regardig local market shares. Please refer to 1-800' s Rule

Comments for a more detaied overview of the contact lens indUStr.

What are the local market shares of contact lens sales by prescribers?

800 does not maitain records regardig the local contact lens market shares of ECPs, however, it
does maintain records regardig the national contact lens market shares of ECPs and sellers. (See

Response to Question 3 and Question 4(b), herein).

Are there instances where a specific prescriber (includig different eye care
practitioners associated with the same chain or retailer) issues a substantial share of
contact lens prescriptions at a local level? 

800 does not maitain records regardig the local market shares of specific individual ECPs or
companies that employ ECPs.

Please comment on the benefits , if any, associated with exclusive manufacturer-
prescriber and manufacturer-seller relationships.

To what extent do exclusive relationships lower costs for manufacturers and! or for
sellers and prescribers. and to what extent are these cost savings passed on to
consumers?

Exclusive manufactuer-ECP relationships lower costs for manufacturers because manufacturers of
doctor exclusive" lenses have no need for mass marketig. Therefore, by manufacturing "doctor

exclusive" lenses, they have higher profits. With regard to ECPs, there are too many different
products to make generalations about whether the exclusive relationships in and of themselves
lower costs. For example, ECP prices on Ocular Sciences products are generally less expensive than
standard products , such as Acuvue. However, Proclear is generally more expensive for ECPs
because it has unique characteristics.

Regardless of whether exclusive manufacturer-prescriber relationships lower costs for manufactuers
or ECPs , it is doubtful that the savings are passed onto consumers. The fact that such lenses are
generally not made diecdy avaiable to alternative sellers reduces (if not eliates) effective price-
based competition. As mentioned, the FTC itself has found that consumers that buy contact lenses

5~ All numbers are approxiate. 1-800 does not have any figures for the percentage of the market held by optometrists
who are associated with ophthalmologists.

5j See Rule Comments , at 9-15 -\tt, 2)



from alternative sellers , rather than ECPs, generally can save approxiately 20%? Moreover
accordig to a Consumers Union Southwest Regional Office Report, comparison shopping for
lenses and services "saves money,"57 and exclusive manufacturer-prescriber relationships do not
allow for comparison shopping.

What role do exclusive relationships play in assuring that sellers or prescribers give a
manufactuer s contact lenses the desired level of promotion?

A fundamental issue raised by ths question is the propriety of allowing ECPs to promote a
prescription product that they themselves sell. This is especially of concern given that when it
comes to prescribing contact lenses , most ECPs are free to setde in their own favor, the conflct
between their interest in maxiing profits , and the patient's interest in saving money.

Given that contact lenses are a prescription medical device, they should be prescribed based on the
benefits they provide to the patient rather than on the promotional activities engaged in by
manufactuers. Promotional activities engaged in by manufacturers of pharmaceuticals are closely
monitored to assure that physicians receive no pecunary benefit by prescribing such products.
Contact lenses should be treated no differendy.

As an alternative seller, 1-800 itself cannot purchase custom labeled lenses diectly from the
manufactuers. As a result, 1-800 does not know what role the exclusive agreements generally play
in ECP promotion of the products. However, manufactuers certainly do not need exclusive
distribution relationships to ensure that their products are adequately promoted. Cooperative
marketig agreements can be separately negotiated, and manufactuers of widely avaiable lenses
frequendy enter into these tyes of agreements with ECPs and alternative sellers alie.

Regardless of the role of exclusive agreements in product promotion, 1-800 believes that its
representation in the "private label" lens market is about 50% of what it should be. For example

Johnson & Johnson, a non-ECP exclusive manufacturer, represents about 37% of the overall
market 58 and 35% to 40% of 1-800' s sales. In contrast, Ocular Sciences has 13% of the overall
market 59 but the "private label" Ocular Sciences lenses that 1-800 obtains on the gray market
represent only 6% of 1-800' s sales.(j) This indicates exclusive relationships between ECPs and
manufacturers are having the desired effect - the patient purchases "private label" lenses diecdy
from the ECP at least twice as often as from alternative sellers.

56 See, e.g. , PosJib/e Anticompetitive Barren to E-Commerce: Contact Lenses a Report from the Staff of the FTC (Jlar. 2004), at
13 (fi g a 19% difference).

57 The Eyes Don t I-lave It. Yet. Update to Accm to Contact Lem- Pmcriptions in Texas Consumers Union Southwest Regional
Office , Jan. 2001 http://wv;;w. consumcrsunion. f)1...-hc.i!th/contact!summary.htm (Att. 21)

58 Jason Copley, Purchasing Manager, 1-800 , Verbal Conversation with Third Party on or about June 1 2004 (regarding a
market report from Health Products Research , Inc.). This market share estiate is consistent with the estiate in 1-
800' s response to question 4(a) because it concerns the overall contact lens market, rather than just the spherical lens
market.

S9 
See id. Ths market share estimate is consistent with the estiate in 1- 800' s rcsponsc to question 4(a) because it

concerns the overall contact lens market, rather than just the spherical lens market.

60 About Us Health Products Research Inc htrp:!!w\V\\' hprilltJ.com!about.lnml (using Dee. 2003 data) (Att. 22)



What role do exclusive relationships play in assurg that sellers or prescribers
provide customers with the level of service dlat manufacturers desire to accompany
their contact lenses?

800 is unaware of any evidence that suggests that exclusive manufactuer-prescriber relationships
in and of themselves benefit prescriber-consumer servce. Although home delivery is a consumer
benefit of Sauflon s exclusive ECP registration program, home delivery is not dependent upon the
exclusive relationship. Sauflon could also offer home delivery if it supplied its lenses to alternative
sellers that regularly offer mail-order and Internet services.

Indeed, any argument that exclusive relationships in and of themselves improve consumer service
overall is dubious, given that the very purpose of these exclusive relationships is to eliate
competition and consumer choicc.

What role do exclusive relationships play in discouragig sellers and prescribers from
free-ridig" off the promotional or customer service efforts provided by other

sellers or prescribers?

800 is unaware of any evidence suggestig that exclusive manufacturer-prescriber relationships
keep certain ECPs from "free-ridig" off the promotional or customer service efforts of other
ECPs.

Please comment on how, if at all, current patterns of exclusive relationships may
change in response to the Act.

800 does not believe that the current patterns of exclusive relationships wi change in response to
the Fairess Act. Since the Fairness Act was enacted, ECPs are sti profitig from using custom
labeled lenses for anti-competitive puroses. As explained in response to question 1 (a) herein , in
providing for "private label" substitution under Section 4(f) of the Fainess Act 61 Congress assumed
that alternative sellers could easily obtain equivalent national brands for "private label" lenses.
However, that is not the case. Manufactuers of "private label" lenses go to great lengths to prevent

800 from obtaing such lenses , and boast about these efforts in marketig to ECPs, with the
hope that ECPs wil respond by prescribing their lenses. In some cases , 1-800 cannot get the
equivalent lenses it needs. Moreover, the Fairness Act does not address the problem of "doctor
exclusive" lenses , for which no substitutes are available to alternative sellers at all.

Please provide any other information regarding the impact of the exclusive
relationships on competition.

800 urges the FTC to keep in mid as it considers the whole area of "exclusive relationships" the
distiction between contact lenses and other consumer products. Unlie the case with general
consumer products , contact lens consumers cannot, by shopping around, avoid the higher prices
and restrcted availabilty of exclusive products. The prescription "locks in" contact lens consumers
to a particular brand litig their abilty to make purchasing decisions based on price and
converuence.

61 Fainess to Contact Lens Consumers Act, P.L 108-164, ~ 4(f), 117 Stat. 2025 (2003).



800 hopes that the FTC wil fuy consider the propriety of ECPs who sell the products that they
prescribe, lockig patients into brands for which the ECPs have an "exclusive relationship" with the
manufactuer. 1-800 also urges the FTC to take action to promote competition and the benefits it
provides consumers by promulgatig a rue barrig ECPs from prescribing brands of contact lenses
that are not freely avaiable to alternative sellers, unless the prescription also includes the name of a
freely available alternative brand, or the ECP makes a documented determiation that the custom
labeled brand is requied by the patient for medical reasons.

Online and Offlne Sellers

Are there differences in the prices charged for similar contacts lenses by online and
offlne merchants?

Yes. As mentioned, the FTC , in its March 2004 report entided Possible Anticompetitive Barrers to 

Commerce: Contact Lenses found that consumers that buy contact lenses from alternative sellers
rather than ECPs, generally can save approxiately 20%? The FTC's fmdigs are a good proxy for
the price differential between onle and offle sellers because: (1) the term "alternative sellers " as

used herein, includes onlie sellers , and (2) ECPs generally operate in brick-and-mortar, or offle
settigs.

In addition, Synovate s March 2004 Retai Contact Lens Price Study ("Synovate Price Study )63

provides information regardig the average price of contact lenses sold by ECPs. Comparig the
prices in the study to 1-800' s prices is a good proxy for the price diffcrential between offle and
onle sellers because 1-800 is an onlie seller that has approxiately 70% of the mai-
order/Internet contact lens market.

As Table 1 shows, 1-800' s prices are lower across the board than those of its ECP competitors
when the ECPs ' prices are averaged together. Moreover , 1-800' s prices are lower across the board
than the prices of optometrsts, ophthalmologists, and optical retail chains individually, and 1-800'

prices are lower than even mass merchandisers ' in one of thee categories.

T bl 1 vera!!e rIce 0 ontact enses
Focus Toric FreshLook Acuvue 2

Colorblends (Standard)
Mass $53. $35. $18.

Merchandisers
(Wal-Mart, Target
Costco)
Optical Retail $66. $42. $22.

Chains (LensCrafters
Pearle Vision)
Independent $70. $46. $24.

Optometrists
Ophthalmologists $73. $46. $25.

62 See, e.g. , POJJible Anticompetitive Bamm to E-Commerce: Contact LenJeJ a Report from the Staff of the FTC (Mar, 2004), at

13 (fidig a 19% difference).

63 See RBtail Contact LenJ Price Study, Synovate (Mar. 2004) (Alt 23). Synovate is one of the world's top research firms , and

it is the market research arm of global communcations specialist, Aegis Group pic.



Average Price of $67. $44.43 $23.
ECPs

800 CONTACTS $59. $34. $19.

Are there any cost advantages associated with sellng contact lenses online versus
offlne?

800 has no specific information regardig cost advantages associated with sellg contacts lenses
onle, as opposed to sellg them from traditional brick-and-mortar facilties.

10. Please comment whether consumers find it more convenient to purchase contact
lenses online or offlne.

Do consumers save tie by purchasing their contacts onlie rather than at an offle
store. or vice-versa

Yes. Onlie sales are more convenient. Notably, 1-800' s Rule Comments include a detailed
discussion regardig the convenience of buying lenses from 1-800, as opposed to its brick-and-
mortar ECP competitors.64 Moreover FTC's own March 2004 report entided

Possible Anticompetitive
Barrers to E-Commerce: Contact Lenses found that:

(AJlthough there is not a signficant difference in price between mass
merchandisers and Internet lens sellers, onlie sales may have a signficant
convenience advantage for some consumers. To enjoy the price savings at a mass
merchandiser, a consumer has to make a trip to the store and often wait in a lie.
Multiple trps may be necessary if the store does not have the particular lenses in
stock and must order them. Consumers who opt for an Internet seller, on the
other hand, can have replacement lenses delivered simply by visitig a web site.
The convenience of shopping onle for replacement contact lenses could be
substantial for consumers who attach high value to their tie, must make a
special trp to the store just to obtain replacement lenses , or live in areas distant
from mass merchandisers.

What is the value consumers place on any tie savigs?

As mentioned in 1-800' s Rule Comments, convenience is an extremely valuable component of the
contact lens business. Convenience is particularly important to consumers who wait unti the last
miute to replace their lenses, consumers who may lose or tear lenses , and consumers who travel.
Notably, many consumers are wilg to pay a premium for convenience. For example
approxiately 33% of 1-800' s customers choose express mail servces, despite the additional fee of
$15-18 per order.

See Rule Comments , at 12- 13 (Att. 2)

65 See POHibie Anticompetitive Barners to E-Commerce: Contact Lenses a Report from the Staff of the FTC (lIar. 2004), at 13.

66 See Rule Comments, at 12 (Att. 2)



800 takes pride in its exemplary customer service and its abilty to deliver contact lenses to
consumers quickly. 1-800 has received thousands of comments from its customcrs over the last ten
years , thankig 1-800 for its fast and convenient delivery. Several representative comments were
included in the Rule Comments, and a few additional comments follow:

I am extremely pleased with my ftrst purchase from you. WOW! What great servce. You were
faster and less expensive than the tie and prices quoted by my optometrst. I'll be doing
business with you again in the future. ,,68

I just wanted to take a miute to write in and tell you how great I thk you are! Dealig with
800contacts has always been such a pleasant cxperience for me. Everyone I have ever dealt

with when callg customer service has been very professional and upbeat, 1 have never had a

problem when orderig over the internet, and the free shipping and lightenig fast shipments
are all reasons I love dealig with you. 1 refer all my friends and famiy and they too are just
amazed at how easy it is to order. I just could not let another order go by without emailg you
to express my thanks for the wonderfu professional service you provide! I would never even
thk about purchasing my contacts anywhere else. ,,69

I am a contact lens wearer. I have had, on occasion, the need to have a shipment of contact
lenses "overnighted" to me (sic). Here is why: I was travelig on bussness (sic) and had left my
contacts at home. When I realized ths , I called 1-800-CONTACTS, they have my current
prescription, and told them that 1 needed them to send out a box (6) lenses to my hotel They
did this for me and I was able to contiue what I was sent out to do. If I would have had to
wait two or three days , can you imagie the cost of sittig there without them??? 1 know it was
my fault for forgettig them, but it sure was nice to be able to gct replacements, next day. ,,70

1 don t have tie to go to the doctor just to order contacts because 1 work two jobs. 1-800-
contact helps me when I have ten miutes or so to order contacts onle. "71

The FTC's March 2002 staff comments before the Connecticut Board of Examiers for Opticians
corroborate 1-800' s experience that consumers place extreme value on tie savings and
convenience. Accordig to the staff comments, the value of travel tie saved can be quantified, and

individuals generally value an hour of travel tie saved at 75-178% of their own hourly wage. Given
that the "average private hourly wage (is) $14.61 (December 2001)," the FTC staff concluded that:

(A)n hour-long trp to Wal-Mart to buy replacement lenses has an implicit tie
cost of between $10.96 and $26.00. That fiure represents a markup of between
50 and 130 percent over the price of a multipack."n

67 See id. at 12-13.

800 Customer E-mai Correspondence (Cheri) (Att. 24)

69 Id. Ielony) (Att. 24)

70 Id. 
(Brian) (A tt. 24)

71 Id. (Carrie) (Att. 24)

72 Comments of the Staff of the FTC , Intervenor before the Connecticut Board of Examiers for Opticians , Mar. 27
2002, at 10 (Att. 25)



Moreover, the Independent Women s Forum, in its response to the FTC's proposed rule under the
Fairness Act, noted that women (65% of contact lens wearers) place a particulrly high value on
convenience. Accordig to the Forum, convenience is particularly important to women because
72.3% of women are jugglig job responsibilties with chid rearig and household responsibilties
and fid it increasingly difficult to run errands when traditional brick-and-mortar contact lens stores
are open.

Do consumers fmd greater lens avaiabilty onlc or offle?

Consumers fmd greater avaiabilty onle. 1-800, for example, carries 95% of the types of contact
lenses that consumers purchase, and has the inventory of approxiately 3 000 average ECP offices
combined, with over 40 000 different SKUs.

Irrespective of any tie savings. do consumers fmd it more convenient to purchase
contact lenses onlie rather than at an offle store. or vice-versa?

In addition to saving tie, onlie contact lens shopping provides consumers with easier
opportunities to: (1) compare prices , (2) obtain product information/4 (3) obtain general
information about vision and eye care/5 (4) ask vendors questions via e-mail or telephone 76 and (5)

track orders.

Do consumers who purchase contact lenses from onle sellers differ from
consumers who purchase from brick-and-mortar sellcrs and prescribers with regard
to income. education. geographic location. or any other attribute?

As mentioned, the response of the Independent Women s Forum to the FTC's proposed rule under
the Fairess Act indicates that workig women who are jugglig work and family responsibilties
have a particular need for onlie contact lens sellers. Onle sellers are particularly convenient for
such women because onlie sellers save tie and arc open longer than traditional brick-and-mortar
ECPS.

What is the cost to consumers of home delivery of contact lenses?

800 offers free shipping to its customers who order onlie. Moreover, as mentioned, the FTC has
observed that contact lens consumers who purchase lenses from alternative sellers (which includes
onlie sellers), rather than ECPs, save approxiately 20%.

73 See generallY, Lettcr from the Independent Women s Foru to the FTC's Contact Lens Rule , Project No. R411002
(Comment 1236), dated .-\pr. 2 2004 (Att. 26)

, e.g. 800' s \Vebsite http://w'V 1800conmcts.com /prodnctlist. j2 -\tt. 27)

1'5 See, e. 800' s Vision 101 Website hltpJ !\Y\\ 180ikontacts. /vlsion101 ! ch 1.html (Att. 28)

76 See, e.g. 800' s Website hrrp:/ /w\vw, 180i)contacrs.condColnfo! coinfo-collt'lCtlls, shtml (Alt. 29)

77 See, e.g. 800' s \Vebsite http: ! /w\Vw. 18()Ocontacts.com!Lo o-n.aspx?s=\' ("-\tt. 30)

78 Letter from the Independent Women s Foru to the FTC's Contact Lens Rule , Project No. R411002 (Comment
1236), dated Apr. 2 , 2004 (Att. 26)

79 See, e.g. , POJJib/ Anti.ompetitive Barri rs to E-Commerce: Contact LenseJ a Report from the Staff of the FTC (lfar. 2004), at
13 (fIndig a 19% difference).



11. Do consumers who purchase contact lenses from offlne sellers have any differing
concerns with regard to the quality of the lenses they receive from those who
purchase contact lenses online?

To tr to squelch competition, ECPs have made unsubstantiated health risk claims regardig contact
lenses sold by alternative sellers (which includes onle sellers). As summaried in detail in 1-800'
Rule Comments , these clais have been repeatedly discredited. !) ECPs are endowed by the
government with the right to prescribe contact lenses by virtue of their position as health care
professionals. As such, they should have an obligation to always place a priority on the patient's
interest. The fact that ECPs are using their cloak of authority to make unsubstantiated health risk
claims aimed at promotig their own profits is just another consequence of the fundamental
anomaly afflctig ths industr - prescribers are able to sell what they prescribe.

Moreover, the FTC itself has found that there is "no systematic evidence that sales through
alternative channels , such as Internet or mail-order, pose any additional health risk as long as the
retailer sells in accordance with a valid prescription."81

To the contrary, Statc AGs have found that competition from alternative sellers actually increased
consumer safety. With alternative sellers, consumers were apt to replace their contact lenses more
frequendy because the lenses were cheaper and more accessible.

ECP scare tactics are one reason that alternative sellers are sti lited to only approxiately 8% of
the entie replacement contact lens market, even though experts have determed that mail-order
companies should have closer to 40% of the market. Despite the complete absence of evidence of
increased health risks associated with contact lenses purchased from alternative sellers, alternative
sellers are sti strgglig to educate consumers that contact lenses purchased from alternative sellers
are just as safe as those purchased from ECPs.

12. Please comment on the extent to which online and offne contact lens sellers
compete.

To what extent are offle contact lens sellers ' pricing decisions affected by prices
offered by onle sellers?

800 , which is an onle seller, believes that its presence in the contact lens market over the last
decade has contributed somewhat to the overall reduction in contact lens costs to consumers.
However, 1-800 believes that the average price of contact lenses sold by ECPs , who are generally

80 See Rule Comments , at 15- 17 (Au. 2)

81 Comments of the Staff of the FTC , Intervenor before the Connecticut Board of Examiners for Opticians, Mar. 27
2002, at 4 (Au. 25)

82 Comments of the Attorneys General of "\laska, Arizona, Arkansas, California , Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Illois
Iowa , Maryland , j'Iichigan , Minnesota , New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania , West Virginia , and Wisconsin Concernig the
Ophthalmc Practice Rules ("FTC Commcnts of the AGs ), dated Sept. 2 , 1997 , at 7 (Au. 31) see a/so Letter to FDA
Docket No. 2003P-0291 , from 1-800 , dated Jan. 13 2004 (v.th attachments) \tt. 32)

83 See Declaration of Douglas F. Greer on Behalf of thc Thirty-One Plaitiff States In re: DiJpoJab/e Contact Lens Antitrust

Utigation Case No. IDL 1030 (JID. Fla.), May 1999 , at 31 (estiatig that, absent restraits, alternative sellers should
have approximately 39% of the overall contact lens market) (Att. 33) ; m a/so Douglas F. Greer, Ph, , Supplemental
Declaration on Damages in the Contact Lens Case, March 2001 \tt. 34)



offle sellers, would be even lower if ECPs had not systematically engaged in anti-competitive
practices over the last 30 to 40 years.

When 1-800 fIrst entered the market, it offered standard contact lenses for an average price of
approxiately $19.95 per box - almost $10.00 less than the average price offercd by ECPs. Today,
despite inflation, 1-800 sti offers standard contact lenses , such as Acuvue 2 , at an average price of
$19.95 per box, in addition to free shipping and other conveniences and rebates. Although in
response to 1-800' s pricing, traditional brick-and-mortar ECPs have dropped their prices a litde
they sti charge more than 1-800. (See Table 1).

To what extent are onlie contact lens sellers ' pricing decisions affected by prices
offered by offle sellers?

Although 1-800 constandy monitors prices charged by both onlie and offle sellers , its pricing
decisions are based on a myriad of factors. Among the factors are costs incurred by the company
inabilty to obtam "private label" and "doctor exclusive" lenses diectly from manufactuers , and

costs related to providig an optial level of customer service. Other components in 1-800'

pricing are the costs entailed in complying with anti-competitive barriers erected by state regulatory
regics established by ECP-domiated boards, and costs related to sales lost when ECPs use the
verification period under the Fairness Act to contact 1-800 customers.

To what extent do prices charged for identical contact lenses vary among onlie
sellers. and is the variance any greater or smaller than that found between prices
offered by offle sellers?

Prices among onle sellers for identical contact lenses do vary, but the price variances are generally
connected to quantity discounts and/ or the absence or presence of shipping fees. 1-800, for
example, charges $19.95 per box for a six month supply (four boxes) ofBiomedics 55 lenses and
$18.70 per box for a year supply (eight boxes), whereas VisionDirect charges $16.95 pcr box for thc
same product, regardless of the quantity. 1-800 , however, offers free shipping for onlie orders
makig the price roughly the same.

Are some onlie sellers perceived by customers as preferable to other onle sellers
in terms of customer service. ease of shopping. trstworthess. or any other non-
price characteristic?

800 believes that customers have more confidence in 1-800 than other onlie sellers. As
mentioned in 1-800' s Rule Comments 86 1-800 has worked hard to establish itself as the "gold
standard." To accommodate customers , 1-800 has made the orderig and delivery of contact lenses
as convenicnt and as reliable as possible. Customers can order from 1-800' s website 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, and 1-800' s call center is open every day except Christmas, Easter Sunday, the 4
of July, and Thanksgiving, Monday though Saturday, from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. MST, and Sunday,

from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. MST. 1-800 also stocks approxiately 40 000 different SKUs - giving the
company the abilty to fi orders for 95% of the tyes oflenses requested in the same day (although

84 See Rule Comments , at 15-35 (Att. 2)

85 futai! Contact Lens Price Study, Synovate C\far. 2004), at 3 (Att. 23)

86 See Rule Comments, at 12 (Att. 2)



lengthy prescription verification delays now cause many customers to wait, even though their lenses
are in stock and ready to ship). 1-800 takes pride in its exemplary customer service.

800 also provides more versatity for customers. With 1-800, customers can order over the
telephone or over the Internet, whereas with 1-800' s largest competitor, consumers can only order
over the Internet.

In addition, 1-800 has invested over $100 mion to educate consumers about its brand name and to
ensure that its name is associated with convenience and cost savings. In contrast, 1-800' s largest

onle competitor is fairly new to the industr and only advertises onlie.

Are some offle sellers perceived by customers as preferable to other offle sellers

in terms of customer service. ease of shopping. trstworthess. or any other non-
price characteristic?

800' s focus group data indicates that, with regard to brick-and-mortar ECPs , customers generally

prefer independent ECPs fist, then chains , and then mass merchandisers.

Do contact lens manufacturers charge different prices to onle and offle sellers?

It is well-established that manufacturers historically have engaged in disparate treatment of ECPs
and alternative sellers. For cxample, as documented by the State AGs in In re: Disposable Contact Lens

Anlitmst Litigation MDL 1030 (M. D. Fla.), ECPs have conspired amongst themselves and with
contact lens manufacturers to protect ECPs from competition from alternative sellers by restrctig
the sale of replacement lenses from manufactuers or diverters to alternative sellers (i. the supply),

in violation of antitrst laws.

Notably, as mentioned in response to question 1 (a), the manufactuers that were party to that case

J&J Vision Care, Ciba Vision, and Bausch & Lomb , all setded the case by consentig to sell
replacement contact lenses to alternative sellers on a non-discrimatory basis. However, many
other contact lens manufacturers that are major players in today s market were not privy to that case
and therefore, are not bound by those setdements. Indeed, manufactuers of "private label" and
doctor exclusive" lenses, lie the manufactuer defendants in In re: Disposable Contact Lens Antitrust

Litigation MDL 1030 (M. D. Fla.) are sti sellg their contact lenses only to ECPs to the exclusion
of altcrnative sellers.

Moreover, because consumer purchasing decisions are effectively made by ECPs, normal
manufactuer-pricing practices do not apply to ths industr. For example, despite the fact that
onle sellers generally sell considerably more lenses than do traditional offle sellers, contact lens
manufacturers have traditionally offered offle sellers additional perks , such as rebates and
cooperative marketig, which have only recendy become avaiable to onlie sellers. Accordigly, it
would not surprise 1-800 if other manufacturers were also offering ECPs more favorable prices than
alternative sellers. However, 1-800 is not privy to price agreements between ECPs and
manufacturers.

87 See id. at 20-26.

88 For a detaied discussion of In re: DiJ-posable Contact Lens Antitrust Litigation JlIDL 1030 0\1. D. Fla.

), 

see id. at 20-26.



If there are differences in the prices manufacturers charge to onlie and offle
sellers. to what extent do they reflect differences in the cost of serving onlie and
offle sellers. and lor different levels of customer service and promotion provided
by onlie and offle sellers?

Manufactuers should offer onlie sellers better pricing because onle sellers generally have hih
volume sales , and they are easy to service. However, given the historical relationships between
manufactuers and ECPs , and the prevalence of exclusive contractual relationships between them
today, this is unliely the case. Manufactuer pricing policies towards ECPs and onlie sellers vary,
but manufacturers often give ECPs an advantage by offering rebates and coupons on custom
labeled lenses , which are only available through ECPs.

13. Please provide any other information regarding the difference between online and
offlne sellers of contact lenses.

800 has no furter comments at ths tie regardig the differences between onle and offle

sellers.

Prescriptions that Specify Brand Name or Custom Labeling

14. Please comment on the incidence of brand name and custom label contact lens
prescriptions.

What is the incidence of contact lens prescriptions that specify a brand name?

Presendy, approxiately 20 states requie contact lens prescriptions to specify a brand name.
However, it is 1-800' s experience, based on the prescriptions that it receives, that thc brand is
included on prescriptions almost 100% of the tie, regardless of whether it is mandated by the

given state.

What is the incidence of contact lens prescriptions for custom labeled contact lenses?

As the response to question 1 (a) herein suggests, the prevalence of custom labeled lenses is adversely
affectig 1-800' s business. However, based on its own records, there is no way for 1-800 to
determc the overall incidence of prescribing "doctor exclusive" and "private label" lenses. It is
unliely that the number of orders that 1-800 receives for custom labeled lenses is representative of
their prevalence in the industr. Many consumers may assume automatically that " private label"
lenses are only sold by ECPs because "private label" lenses frequently are sold under the name of an
individual ECP or ECP company. Therefore, the consumers would not call 1-800 for replacement
lenses. Moreover, some ECPs sellg "private label" and "doctor exclusive" lenses may explicidy tell
their patients that the lenses cannot be obtained elsewhere.

Although a large-scale ECP survey would be the best indicator of the prevalence of prescriptions for
custom labeled contact lenses, a look at the market share of custom label manufacturers in the
overall contact lens market would also be instrctive. The OptiStock MarketWatch newsletter
issued in October 2003 indicated that Ocular Sciences and Cooper Vision, two of the priary
manufacturers of custom labeled lenses have grown to become major playcrs in the industr. Ocular

89 ECP Rebates (i. Sauflon Coupon; Extreme H20 Rebate Offer; Acuvue Patient Rebate Program) (Att. 12)



Sciences is the second largest player in the spherical lens market, with 23%, and Cooper Vision is the
leader in the toric lens market, with approxiately 34%, and a major player in the spherical lens and
multifocallens markets

The sizable market share of manufacturers of custom labeled lenses is not surprising. The large
number of advertisements placed by manufacturers in ocular health-related trade journals promotig
the positive impact their lenses wi have on ECP profits suggests that the conflct of interest ECPs
facc as both prcscribcrs and retailers impacts many ECPs ' prescribing dccision.

Notably, an informal surey conductcd by a leadig ECP supports ths conclusion. In an article
written for the May 2003 edition of Contact Lens Spectrum entitled "The Contact Lens Epidemic:
Trends in the contact lens industr lead one practitioner to rethk conventional wisdom "91 the

ECP conductig the survey asked other ECPs ' 'Wat is your workhorse contact lens and why?"
The ECP found that J&J Vision Care s Acuvue 2 and Ocular Sciences Biomedics 55 were the most
frequendy prescribed lenses for the following reasons: (1) "Good pricing on contact lenses;" (2)
Rebates and perks from manufactuers;" (3) "If patients are happy, why change lenses?" ; and (4)
All lenses are pretty much the same. ,,92 These responses make it clear that the determig factors

behid prescribing one lens over others are largely related to the impact on the practice of the
prescriber.

Is the incidence of the prescribing practices in (a) and/ or (b) increasing or
decreasing?

As mentioned, 1-800 has observed, based on the prescriptions that it receives , that ECPs specify a
name brand in contact lens prescriptions almost 100% of the tie. The incidence of brand
specification that 1-800 has observed has remaied steady over tie.

Please comment on how. if at all. current patterns of prescriptions requiing brand
name or custom-labeled contact lenses may change in response to the Act.

800 anticipates that ECPs , in response to the Fairness Act s prescription release requiement, wil
increasingly specify brands and prescribe "private label" and "doctor exclusive" lenses to protect
their sales. As explained in response to question 1 (a), Congress , in enactig the Fairess Act
attempted to prevent ECPs from using "private label" lenses for anti-competitive puroses by
providig for "private label" substitution. However, the "private label" substitution provision fals
short of providig a level playing field because it can be exceedigly difficult to obtain "private
label" substitutes. In addition, the Fairness Act did not address the issue of "doctor exclusive
lenses (which have no avaiable substitutes) at all, leavig a huge loophole that permits ECPs to
prescribe contact lenses that alternative sellers cannot access. Thus , even with the passage of the
Fairness Act, prescribing custom labeled lenses is liely to remain profitable for ECPs.

90 See OptiStock MarketWatch optistock. com (Oct. 2003) -\tt. 20)

91 Invin Azman, O. The Contact Lens Epidemic: Trends in the contact lens industry lead one practitioner to rethink conventional

wisdom Contact Lens Spectru (May 2003) -\tt, 35)
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Recent ECP comments in ECP e-mai forus reflect strategies to prescribe "private label" and
doctor exclusive" lenses to prevent competition from altcrnative sellers. For example, in a May

2004 discussion in the Optcom e-mail forum, one ECP stated:

Have you tried out the Extreme H20 web site. You sign your patients up for a
log on number and they can go diecdy to the site and order lenses. You set the
price lit the number of boxes , and they send the lenses to your patients and the
money to you. Great way to beat out 1-800. " 93

In addition, ECPs who are concerned that the Fairness Act wil reduce their abilty to use "private
label" lenses to prevent competition from alternative sellers , have already bcgun to adapt their anti-
competitive strategies. For example, one article in the June 2004 edition of Contact I.Jns Spectrum

advised ECPs to prescribe custom designed gas permeable lenses , which "alternative distrbutors
have difficulty reproducing."94

15. What are the benefits of contact lens prescriptions that specify a brand name or
custom labeled contact lenses? What are the costs of contact lens prescriptions that
specify a brand name or custom labeled contact lenses?

Generally, there is no benefit to brand specification, whether it be for a standard

, "

private label " or
doctor exclusive" lens. Ocular Sciences ' ECP-only lenses, for example, have no ostensible or

unique benefits. However, there are a few "doctor exclusive" lenses that have unique benefits , such
as Proclear, which is designed for dr eye sufferers (although there is no way to know whether ths
lens is being prescribed only for patients needig or desiring ths benefit. Nevertheless, consumers
should bc able to choose whether they want to pay extra for such added benefits. Accordigly, as 1-
800 recommended in the Rule Comments , the FTC should requie ECPs that prescribe "doctor
exclusive" contact lenses to issue a second prescription for a patient-appropriate lens that is sold
diecdy to alternative sellers.

The priary cost of brand specification, whether it be for a standard

, "

private label " or "doctor
exclusive" lens , is lack of prescription portabilty and consumer choice.

16. What role do state laws or regulations play in detennining what a prescriber must
include on a prescription, including whether a prescription must contain a brand
name?

As mentioned in response to question 14(a), approxiately 20 states requie contact lens
prescriptions to specify a brand name. However, it is 1-800' s experience, based on the prescriptions
that it receives , that the brand is included on prescriptions almost 100% of the tie, regardless of
whether it is mandated by a given state.

93 Paule Buck, OD. Optcom Extreme H20 and N&D ECP E-mai Foru, May 14 2004 (Att. 36)

9~ Edward S. Bennett, OD. , M. ED. How Should We Handle FCLCA? Pmcrbe GP LenJeJ Contact Lens Spectru Gune

2004) (Att. 37)

95 See Rule Comments , at 4, 50-54 (Att. 2)



17. What is the incidence of brand name or custom labeled contact lenses being
available only through the prescriber?

The overall incidence of avaiabilty is difficult to determe without a comprehensive survey of the
industr. As mentioned in response to question 1 (a), even though "private label" lenses ostensibly
have avaible substitutes, alternative sellers often have difficulty obtaing the substitutes.
Moreover, alternative sellers cannot access "doctor exclusive" lenses.

Please refer to 1-800' s Rule Comments96 for a detailed discussion of the difficulties presented by
private label" and "doctor exclusive" lenses for alternative sellers. (See also Response to Question

14(b)).

18. How prevalent is consumer awareness that a prescriber may prescribe custom
labeled or brand name lenses that are available only from the prescriber?

The prevalence of consumer awareness is difficult for alternative sellers to ascertain, without a large
scale survey. As mentioned, 1-800 receives many orders for "private label" and "doctor exclusive
lenses from consumers, which suggests that those consumers are unaware that certain lenses can
only be obtained from an ECP. However, 1-800 believes that the use of "private label" and "doctor
exclusive" lenses prevents some consumers from ever even attemptig to use alternative sellers. For
example, many consumers who purchase "private label" lenses with the name of an individual ECP
or an ECP company, may assume that the lenses are only available from the prescriber and never
attempt to contact alternative sellers. Although those consumers may, at mium, understand that
certain lenses may only be purchased from ECPs, it is unclear whether they understand ECP
motives for sellg custom labeled lenses or that other lenses may be appropriate.

19. Please comment on whether contact lens prescribers advertse their ability to
prescribe custom labeled lenses or their willngness to prescribe contact lenses
available from a variety of sellers.

How prevalent are prescriber advertisements that they prescribe custom labeled
lenses or advertisements that they prescribe contact lenses available from a variety of
sellers?

800 has no information with regard to the prevalence ofECP advertisements for custom labeled
lenses (i. private label" and "doctor exclusive" lenses), as opposed to the prevalence of
advertisements for standard lenses that are avaiable from a variety of sellers.

However, 1-800 believes that the prevalence of each tye of advertisement is less important than the
issue of whether advertisements for custom labeled lenses and standard lenses are educatig
consumers about their abilty to shop around. 1-800 believes that ECPs who sell custom labeled
lenses have no incentive to explai to consumers that equivalent lenses, or other approprite lenses
are avaiable from alternative sellers , and indeed, 1-800 has not encountered any such advertising.
Rather, as mentioned in response to question 1 (a), it is 1-800' s experience that ECPs market custom
labeled lenses in the manner suggested by the Contact Lens Spectrum article, which was apdy entided

Using Private Label Lenses to Keep Patients in the Practice. The ECP quoted in the article advised: "

96 See id. at 1- , 33- , 50-54.

97 UJing Pnvate Label LenJe to Keep PatientJ in the Practice Contact Lens Spectrum Oan. 2002) -\tt. 3)



often do not give my patients a choice. I do not say ths is a private label lens. I just say, 'This is the
best lens for you. It's the one you should bc wearig. ",98

This is not surrising given that: (1) the ECP trade journals and the manufactuer advertising,
discussed in response to question 1 (a), tout custom labeled lenses as a way to protect ECP profits
and (2) ECPs are priarily retailers and have a powerful economic motivation to prevent alternative
sellers from sellg competig products.

In addition, as fully discussed in response to question 2(a), 1-800 is not aware of any ECPs who are
using as a sellg point the fact that they are wilg to prescribe contact lenses that are widely
avaiable, as opposed to custom labeled lenses , and 1-800 believes that ECPs would have litde
incentive to do so.

Are consumers able to shop for prescribers based on whether they prescribe custom
labeled contact lenses or contact lenses available from a variety of sellers?

As mentioned in response to question 19(a) herein, 1-800 is not aware of any evidence indicatig
that ECPs attempt to distiguish themselves from other ECPs by advertising that they sell contact
lenses that are widely availble, as opposed to custom labeled lenses. Nor is 1-800 aware of any
evidence suggestig that consumers are aware of the fact that custom labeled lenses are often more
expensive and less convenient than standard lenses because they lit consumer abilty to shop
around. Indeed, as the Contact Lens Spectrum and Review if Optometry articles discussed in response to
questions 1 (a) and 19(a) suggest, ECPs who sell custom lenses have every incentive to kcep
consumers ignorant about the lens choices available and ignorant about ECP motives for sellg the
lenses. Accordigly, 1-800 does not believe that consumers have any meanigful opportunity to
shop for ECPs based on whether they prescribe custom labeled or standard lenses.

What role do state regulatory or self-regulatory bodies play in controllg prescriber
advertisements with rcspect to thcir abilty to prescribe custom labeled lenses or their
wilgness to prescribe contact lenses available from a variety of sellers?

800 is not aware of any state law or reguation that specifically addresses an ECP' s abilty to
advertise that he or she sells custom labeled lenses and/or widely available standard lenses.
However, as discussed in response to question 2(d), some states have broader contact lens
advertising proscriptions that would liely prohibit ECPs from advertising the tyes of lenses that
they generally prescribe. Notably, such laws and regulations are not surprising given the custom of
most professionals not to advertise and the cultual bias among professionals agaist advertising.

In addition, some contractual agreements between contact lens manufacturers and ECPs place
further restrctions on ECP advertising. These advertising proscriptions , restrictions, and cultual
biases prevent advertising from correctig the effect of anti-competitive behavior in the contact lens
market, insulatig ECPs from traditional market forces.

As mentioned in response to question 2(d), 1-800 believes that ECPs who sell custom labeled lenses
should be requied to: (1) display an in-store sign tellg patients that the lenses are difficult to
obtain from other sellers , and (2) include in the prescription the name(s) of equivalent lenses that are
sold diecdy to alternative sellers. 1-800 believes that these requiements would best be addressed by

98 !d.



the federal government, to ensure uniformity and appropriate enforcement. A federal requiement
to display an in-store sign also would preempt broad advertising proscriptions, where necessary.

20. Please provide any other information regarding the impact on competition of
prescriptions that specify brand name or custom labeled contact lenses.

At ths tie, 1-800 has no further comments regarding the impact on competition of prescriptions
that specify brand name or custom labeled contact lenses.

Impact of the FTC Eyeglass Rule on Competition

Questions 21-28 ask interested parties to assess the impact of the Eyeglass Rule, which mandated
release of eyeglass prescriptions, on competition in the eye care industr. Please refer to the Rule
Comments, in which 1-800 discussed the impact of the Eyeglass Rule on competition in detai. lOo

Other Issues Related to Competition in the Sale of Prescription Contact Lenses

29. Do state licensing requirements affect out-of-state sellers ' abilities to compete with
in-state sellers or prescribers for the sale of prescription contact lenses?

Yes. As mentioned in 1-800' s Rule Comments 101 a number of state laws or regulations purport to
requie anyone sellg contact lenses to hold a valid ECP license issued by their state (i. to be an
ECP). States arguably fallg with ths category include, among others , North Carolia lOZ

103 . 104 105 106 ennessee, SS1SS1ppl an as gton W1 s ar aws pen g il as a 
. 107 108 eorgta . ' oreover, 0 er states ave censure or regtstratton reqwrements t at attempt to

impose residency requiements or otherwise restrct the abilty of nonresidents (i. primariy
alternative sellers) from competig with residents (i. primariy ECPs) in the retail of contact lenses.

As mentioned in response to question 11 , there is no health justification for these state licensing
requiements. As the FTC itself recently concluded, there is "no systematic evidence that sales

99 See, e.g. Rule Comments , at 29-35 (notig that state optometry boards have often promulgated reguations that give
advantages to independent ECPs , at the expense of alternative sellers, and that boards have faied to brig enforcement
actions agaist independent ECPs because state boards are generally domiated by independent ECPs) (i.Itt. 2)

100 See id. at 1- , 19- , 63- , and 83-84.

101 See id. at 1- , 29- , and 58-60.

102 See 
C. Gen. Stat. ~ 90-235 , 90-236. , 90. 252 -\tt. 38)

103 Tennessee Optometry Practice Act, Tenn. Code Ann. ~~ 63- 102 , 63- 113 -\It. 39) ; Tennessee Dispensing
Opticians, ~ 63-14- 102 -\tt. 40)

10~ iVIississippi Optometry Statutes , 1vfiss. Code A,nn. ~ 73-19-61 (Att. 41) ; l\Iississippi State Board of Optometry Board
Rule 8. 1 (a) (Att. 42)

105 Washington Consumer Access to Vision Care .-\ct, ARWC ~ 18. 195.020 (Att. 43); The Dispensing Opticians Act
ARWC ~ 18.34. 141 (Att. 44)

106 Alaska House Bil 502

, "

An Act relatig to dispensing opticians and dispensing optician apprentices " introduced Feb.
2004 (legislation pending) (Att. 45)

107 Georgia , S.B. 513 , dated Feb. 13 2004 -\tt. 46)

IOH 1-800 continues to dispute the applicabilty and enforceabilty of these and other state laws to nonresident sellers of
replacement contact lenses.



though alternative channels, such as Internet or mail order, pose any additional health risk as long
as the retailer sells in accordance with a valid prescription."109 

Simarly, 17 State AGs conducted a
multi-state investigation into allegations of increased health risks associated with alternative channel
sales and concluded that " (p)urchasers from alternative channels have had no greater ocular health
problems than purchasers from (ECPs)" and that their investigation "failed to reveal any study
showing any correlation between compromised ocular health and receipt of lenses through
alternative channels. ,,110

The State AGs also have repeatedly asked the leadig optometric trade association, the American
Optometrc Association ("AOA"), to produce any valid clical or scientific data of increased health
complications associated with alternative channel sales, but no such data has ever been produced. 111

Indeed, the AOA and other ECP defendants in In re: Di,rposable Contact Lens Antitrust Litigation MDL
1030 (M. D. Fla.) were accused of makig unsubstantiated health claims regardig alternative
channel sales and are now under injunctions that prevent them from even representig diecdy or
indiecdy that ocular health may be compromised by purchasing contact lenses from an alternative
seller rather than a licensed ECP.

Given that there is no evidence that it is safer for an ECP to sell a sealed box of contact lenses than
for a non-ECP to do so, these state laws have no real purpose other than to shield ECPs from
competition by alternative sellers. As the FTC recendy announced, policymakers can best advance
both consumer health and consumer choice by rescindig or refraig from adoptig such
professional licensure requiements.

Besides having no legitiate purpose, such state licensing requiements are preempted by the
Fairness Act. As discussed more fuy in 1-800' s Rule Comments, the priary purpose of the
Fairness Act is to promotc consumer choice and competition from alternative sellers by, among
other thgs , requiing ECPs to release prescriptions needed to purchase replacement lenses from
alternative sellers, requiing ECPs to respond to prescription verification requests by alternative
sellers, and providig that a consumer s prescription may be deemed verified where the ECP fails to
respond to the alternative seller s prescription verification request with the requied tie period.
Local rues or regulations that purort to impose an outright prohibition on sales by alternative
sellers (e.g. that purort to permit only licensed ECPs to sell) diectly conflct with ths priary
purose of the Faiess Act and would render many of its principal protections meanigless. For
ths reason, such local rues or regulations are preempted. 114

109 See, e.g. , POJJible Anticompetitive Barrers to E-Commerce: Contact Len.r a Report from the Staff of the FTC (j1ar. 2004), at
12.

110 FTC Comments of the AGs, at 8 (llotl. 31)

111 See Testiony of Robert L. Hubbard , Director of Litigation, i\ntitrust Bureau, N ew York State Department of Law
on H.R. 2221 , before the Subcommttee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection, Energy and Commerce
Committee, United States House of Representatives , Sept. 9 2003 , at 7- 10 (A. tt. 47)

11Z See In re: D2Jpomble Conta.'! Lem' Antitmst Litigation MDL 1030 (jLD. Fla.

), "

-\01'\ Setdement "-\greement, dated May
, 2001 -\ It. 48)

113 See, e. , POJJibie Anticompetitive Barrer to E-Commerce: Contact LenreJ a Report from the Staff of the FTC (jlar. 2004), at
31.

11~ See, e. , Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Council, 530 U.S, 363 , 372-73 (2000) (state laws or regulations are preempted
where they conflct with the purpose of a federal enactment); Hiner v. Davidowitv 312 U.S. 52 67 (1941) (state law is
preempted where it "stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the ful purposes and objectives of
Congress



Likewise, such state licensing requiements run afoul of the Dormant Commerce Clause to the
extent they discriate agaist nonresident businesses or otherwse impose an undue burden on
interstate commerce. 115 Indeed, the FTC itself has repeatedly recogned that imposition of
professional licensure requiements on alternative sellers who provide no such professional services
(e.g. do not fit or prescribe lenses) but are engaged in a purely retail function (i. sellg replacement

lenses) creates substantial costs and wholly unnecessary burdens on alternative sellers. 116

F or a more detailed discussion of these issues , please refer to the Rule Comments. 117

30. What role do state licensing requirements applicable to sellers of contact lenses play
in protecting consumers?

As mentioned in response to question 29 , state licensing requiements applicable to contact lens
sellers have no beneficial impact on consumers ' health. For a more detailed discussion of this issue
please refer to 1-800' s Rule Comments.

31. Please provide any other information regarding issues that affect competition in the
sale of prescription contact lenses.

As discussed in detail in the Rule Comments , 1-800 is also concerned that ECPs have been
increasingly using prescription verification requests from alternative sellers as an opportunity to
interfere with the alternative seller s transaction and make the sale hiself. 1-800 believes that ths
practice is tantamount to tortious interference under state law.11 ECPs tyically 

accomplish ths

either by: (1) contactig consumers diecdy to persuade them to cancel their contracts with the
alternative seller, a practice that arguably amounts to tortious interference with contract, or (2)
causing the alternative seller to cancel the order by improperly refusing to release or verify the
prescription and then contactig the consumer to make the sale.120 Recendy, ECPs have been

11 See Const. Art. 1 , ~ 8, cl 3; see also West Lynn Creamery Inc. v. Healy, 512 U.S. 186 192 (1994) ("The Commerce Clause
also lits the power of the (states) to adopt reguations that discriate agaist interstate commerce. Ths negative
aspect of the Commerce Clause prohibits economic protectionism-- that is , regulatory measures designed to benefit in-
state economic interests by burdenig out-of-state competitors. . .. Thus , state statutes that clearly discriminate agaist
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advising each other to engage in these practices in trade journals. For example, in one article an
ECP noted:

ll call the patient and tell hi we re not going to release ths information
without his permission. Then we say, 'Actually, we re a little surprised because we

.. 

",121
can get you contact enses more competitive y an you can get em ere.

Simarly, another ECP, in a trade journal article, advised:

If a direct-to-consumer service calls to verify a prescription, contact the patient
about your own website. Patients can order any tie , night or day, and they do
not havc to wait for your approval as they would with services such as 1-800
Contacts. (You can control which options are available to them).

Given that ths conduct is occurrig in the context of a communication that the Fairness Act and its
implementig rcgulations compel alternative sellers to make for an entiely different purpose (i.

prescription verification), Congress and the FTC should consider declaring that ECP misuse of ths
requied communication shall constitute a violation of the Fairness Act or an unfair trade practice.
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